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PortArgentario

A treasure to discover

COMUNE DI
MASSA MARITTIMA

COMUNE DI
SANTA FIORA

COMUNE DI
ROCCALBEGNA

COMUNE DI
CINIGIANO

COMUNE DI
CIVITELLA PAGANICO

Porto S. Stefano

COMUNE DI
SORANO

A little corner of paradise in the heart of the Tyrrhenian Sea.
Let this place surprise you with its breath-taking landscapes,
its colours and its fresh and pure flavours.
Its equipped port and its privileged position will welcome you
at any moment and protect you from Sirocco.

Porto Ercole

You will fall in love with this little treasure
set in the southern part of the promontory,
lying on the shore of an uncontaminated sea.

Useful information

Name of the port: Porto Ercole
Coordinates: longitude: 11°13’,00 E
latitude : 42°24’,00 N
Time zone: GMT +1
Opening times: 24h
Anchorage: 42° 23’, 243 N
011° 13’, 171 E
Distance from closest ports (in miles):
Civitavecchia: 32, Livorno: 93, Capri: 173,
Elba Island: 56, Corsica: 80, Viareggio: 113
Pier and approach point: only on the road
Available services: weather forecasts, fire-fighting service,
divers, garbage service.

Useful information

Name of the port: Porto del Valle
Coordinates: longitude : 11°07’,08 E
latitude : 42°26’,41 N
Time zone: GMT +1
Opening times: 24h
Anchorage: 42° 26’, 492 N
011° 08’, 120 E
Distance from closest ports (in miles): Civitavecchia: 46,
Livorno: 79, Capri: 187, Viareggio: 99, Elba Island: 42,
Corsica: 78
Pier and approach point: length 140 m, draft 7m, muddy
bottom
Available services: pilotage, mooring and unmooring, weather
forecasts, fire-fighting service, divers, garbage service.
							

How many experiences can you live just within an hour’s drive from the port?
We are looking forward to discovering with you 5,000 km2 of surprises, flavours, colours, emotions and unforgettable
landscapes that will let your passengers fall in love with one of the most famous and appreciated areas of Italy.
For us at PortArgentario, our job is to welcome and fulfill the wishes of your clients. We believe in our territory and we
want to share the beauty around us. We are waiting for you in our ports and local area, still almost unexplored by
cruise passengers.
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